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Why I Subscribe to ACS Publications

“ACS Publications is the most comprehensive and authoritative source of high quality chemical research.”

—Catherine Vu
Science Librarian, Pollack Library
California State University, Fullerton, California

Most Trusted. Most Cited. Most Read.
YBP Library Services Delivers a New Benchmark
Approval Plans for the 21st Century

- eApprovals work in conjunction with Demand-Driven Acquisitions services
- Duplication control across formats
- Plans available as e-preferred, print-preferred, e-only or print-only
- Content available from multiple digital providers
- Cataloging records available for digital and print

Libraries worldwide expect innovation with our approval plans and Demand-Driven Acquisitions service – and we deliver, with flexible systems that continue to evolve as the industry changes.

For more information, please contact your YBP representative today at sales@ybp.com or visit our website at www.ybp.com.

YBP celebrates 40 years

Baker & Taylor
YBP Library Services
the future delivered

Become our fan on Facebook
Get comfortable with Bowker at Charleston

When “something’s gotta give” in life, most of us try to turn to resources that make our everyday responsibilities less stressful.

Did you know that Books In Print® and Resources for College Libraries (RCL)™ can help you develop your academic collection simply, and add just the titles and subjects your users can really use?

Brought to you by ACRL’s Choice and Bowker, RCL covers the entire two-year and four-year college curriculum and provides a list of core titles that are essential for undergraduate study.

The industry standard for all things book, Books In Print helps you search the marketplace via its user-friendly interface, to find just the right titles in all format options, including eBooks.

Learn more about RCL, Books In Print, and other Bowker products.

Get comfy and come see us at the Bowker table #38 at Charleston!
OSA’s Digital Archive

OSA is pleased to offer a one-time purchase option for perpetual access to the OSA Digital Archive going back to 1917.

The OSA Digital Archive provides pioneering research in optics and photonics from core OSA journals including research published by Nobel Laureates and prestigious members of the physics and engineering communities.

COVERED CONTENT
The content in this archive includes approximately 108,000 articles and conference proceedings from the following OSA Publications:

- **Applied Optics** 1962–2005
- **Journal of the Optical Society of America** 1917–1983
- **Journal of the Optical Society of America A** 1984–2005
- **Journal of the Optical Society of America B** 1984–2005
- **Optics and Photonics News** 1990–2005
- **Optics Express** 1997–2005
- **Optics Letters** 1977–2005
- **Optics News** 1975–1989
- **OSA Conference Proceedings** 1979–2005

Take this opportunity to own this valuable archive for your institution. For more information and pricing, please contact:

**USA** elec@osa.org or call +1.202.416.1901

**EUROPE** David Charles E-Licensing dc.licensing@orange.fr or call +33 1 39 12 29 29
InfoSci®-Journals

The leading electronic collection of 145 full-text, peer-reviewed journals, focusing on specialized topics in over 200 disciplines relating to information technology, business, education, medicine, and engineering.

Collection Features:
- Contains over 6,500 full-text articles available in PDF
- Includes more than 125,000 reference citations for further research
- Updated continuously as new IGI Global journal issues go to press
- Journals are indexed in highly influential indices including Sciverse SCOPUS, Thomson Reuters, ACM Digital Library, and Compendex
- Electronic versions of all documents available before print release
- Complimentary, downloadable MARC records
- Offers institutions unlimited simultaneous access and liberal DRM
- Priced at a fraction of the combined print value

Platform Features:
- Advanced, XML-powered, full-text search engine with increased search speed and ranked results
- The ability to search by content type and product type
- The ability to sort by relevance, title, and copyright year
- In addition to RefWorks and EasyBib citation export, this premier platform also offers ALA-, MLA-, and Chicago-style formatting
- Open URL compliance
- COUNTER compliant reports and statistics
- Persistent URLs
- Offers liberal DRM and no maintenance fees with perpetual purchase

Sign up for a FREE 30-Day Trial today!

InfoSci®-Journals
www.igi-global.com/isj

Discover IGI Global’s Full Line of InfoSci®-Databases @ www.igi-global.com/eresources
the BOOK HOUSE INC.
Since 1962
Serving Libraries with Any Book in Print

- firm orders
- standing orders
- shelf ready processing
- electronic ordering and invoicing
- online order status
- searchable order database
- brief MARC record download
- non-book fulfillment of video, audio, music
- out-of-print service
- quick and accurate fulfillment
- personal customer service

Tradition and Innovation Under One Roof

thebookhouse.com

208 W. Chicago St. ~ Jonesville, MI 49250 ~ 800.248.1146
bhinfo@thebookhouse.com
The Most Comprehensive, Customizable Discovery Solution

✓ Fast, simple access to all of the library’s full-text content (electronic and print)

✓ The most complete list of partners of any discovery service

✓ Highest-quality metadata of any discovery service

✓ Inclusion of subject indexing from top indexes not available from other services

Please contact us for more information:
1-800-653-2726 or email discovery@ebscohost.com

www.ebscohost.com/discovery
Backed by the strength of Ingram, with the largest print and electronic content inventory in the book industry, Coutts delivers innovative systems, expertise, and precise assistance in developing and maintaining your library’s collection.

Call 1 800 263 1686 or learn more at ingramcontent.com/coutts
The best in reference
Print or Online

Patty’s Industrial Hygiene, 6th Edition, 4 Volume Set
Edited by Vernon E. Rose and Barbara Cohrssen
978-0-470-07488-6
December 2010 • $780.00
Available now in print or online

Ullmann’s Encyclopedia of Industrial Chemistry, 7th Edition
40 Volume Set
978-3-527-32943-4
Available in print or online August 2011
Special Introductory Price $8,745.00 valid through 2.28.12; thereafter $10,490.00

Encyclopedia of Polymer Science and Technology
978-0471-44026-0
Available now online
Contact your vendor for pricing

Nuclear Energy Encyclopedia: Science, Technology and Applications
Edited by Steven Krivit
978-0-470-89439-2
Available in print August 2011
Special introductory price $195.00 valid until 11.30.11; thereafter $250.00

Supramolecular Chemistry, 8 Volume Set
Edited by Philip A. Gale and Jonathan W. Steed
978-0-470-74640-0
Available in print January 2012
Special Introductory Price $1,995.00 valid through 4.30.12; thereafter $2,495.00

Encyclopedia of Aerospace Engineering, 9 Volume Set
Edited by Richard Blockley and Wei Shyy
978-0-470-75440-5
December 2010 • $3,750.00
Available now in print or online

Comprehensive Chiroptical Spectroscopy, 2 Volume Set
Edited by Nina Berova, Robert W. Woody, Prasad Polavarapu and Koji Nakanishi
978-0-470-64135-4
Available January 2012 • $395.00

Wiley Encyclopedia of Operations Research and Management Science, 8 Volume Set
Editor-in-Chief, James J. Cochran
978-0-470-40063-0
February 2011 • $2,800.00
Available now in print or online

Supramolecular Chemistry, 8 Volume Set
Edited by Philip A. Gale and Jonathan W. Steed
978-0-470-74640-0
Available in print January 2012
Special Introductory Price $1,995.00 valid through 4.30.12; thereafter $2,495.00

Encyclopedia of Aerospace Engineering, 9 Volume Set
Edited by Richard Blockley and Wei Shyy
978-0-470-75440-5
December 2010 • $3,750.00
Available now in print or online

Wiley Encyclopedia of Operations Research and Management Science, 8 Volume Set
Editor-in-Chief, James J. Cochran
978-0-470-40063-0
February 2011 • $2,800.00
Available now in print or online
torrossa
casalini full text platform

Exclusive, original language, scholarly content
in the Humanities and Social Sciences
from Italy, Spain, France and Portugal
in a sleek new platform

www.torrossa.it

190,000 ARTICLES AND PARTS OF WORKS
9,500 E-BOOKS
475 E-JOURNALS
130 PUBLISHERS

For further information, please contact us at torrossa@casalini.it
Request a 60-day trial to any one of our Online resources.

For more information, please visit: www.palgrave.com/librarians.

Or contact: onlinesales@palgrave-usa.com

Benefits for Librarians:
- Perpetual Access to more than 7,500 Ebooks across 11 subject collections
- Epub compliant—New for 2011
- Flexible DRM
- Counter compliant institutional usage reports available
- Unlimited simultaneous use
- Proactive archiving strategies
- Ability to limit search results to subscribed content only

Benefits for Users:
- Capability: Integrated search results across books, journals and online reference works
- Portability: Available 24/7 with remote access
- Compatibility: with all eReaders and Citation Software
- Timely Scholarship: New eBooks are often made available before print copies are released to the market
Cold Spring Harbor Perspectives in Biology

A new type of online review journal

- Spanning the complete spectrum of the molecular life sciences
- Article collections that build month by month
- Written and commissioned by experts in each field

The Authoritative View
Expert reviews in the molecular life sciences.

www.cshperspectives.org
Driving research at the world’s leading universities and institutions

- Increase scholarly output and research development with access to over 2 million full-text IEEE articles
- IEEE publishes 16 of the top 20 journals in electrical engineering and is the most-cited publisher in new patents*
- Customize subscription options to your degree program

*Thomson Reuters Journal Citation Reports; 1790 Analytics, LLC

“IEEE is the umbrella that allows us all to stay current with technology trends.”

Dr. Mathukumalli Vidyasagar
Head, Bioengineering Dept.
University of Texas, Dallas

Request a Free Trial
See how IEEE Xplore can power your research.
www.ieee.org/academic
Hello Charleston.

Welcome to the digerati.

With over 30 new publisher signings so far in 2011, Publishing Technology is the leading supplier of online solutions, from semantic platforms to sales and marketing intel. Engage with PCG industry insider Emilie Delquié at the E-Everything preconference, or contact us to discuss your organization’s digital strategy at rebecca.appleby@publishingtechnology.com.
Chemistry A-Z—The new edition of Ullmann’s encyclopedia, the leading global authority.

A one-of-a-kind reference. Since the first edition was published almost 100 years ago, Ullmann’s has established itself internationally as the household name for industrial chemists and chemical engineers as a trusted and invaluable resource in both daily reference and for continuing professional development.

Now publishing in its Seventh Edition. Beautifully formatted with a new and modern layout, this revised edition contains contributions from 3,000 authors from over 30 countries. More than half of the 1,050 articles have been thoroughly updated, 40 of which provide completely new content.

- 30,000 pages, 22,000 figures, 8,000 tables, 19,000 cross-references and 85,000 index entries—a wealth of information that leaves no question unanswered
- New Further Reading section and hundreds of new color figures
- New topics include ionic liquids, biodegradable polymers, microreactors, biorefineries, good manufacturing practice, and much more
- Also available online—contact your Wiley representative for pricing.

40-Volume Set
978-3-527-32943-4
October 2011 30,000 pp Hardcover
Introductory price, valid until 2/29/12
$8,745.00 US/$9,620.00 CAN
Thereafter: $10,490.00 US/$11,539.00 CAN

Available through your vendor.
For more information visit: www.wiley.com/go/ullmanns
Palgrave Open provides Open Access publishing to scholars in the social sciences. It offers authors of accepted primary research papers in selected journals the option to pay an Article Processing Charge (APC) in order for their article to be made available to non-subscribers immediately upon publication.

Palgrave Open articles are made freely available online and can be freely redistributed under a Creative Commons license.

Palgrave Open offers:

- Authors the chance to publish Open Access in established, high quality journals.

- A professional and rigorous peer-review process - the opportunity to publish via Palgrave Open is only offered to authors whose articles have already been accepted for publication.

- Access to the broadest global audience via an award-winning platform - Palgrave Open articles are made freely available online via palgrave-journals.com and can be downloaded, reused, reprinted and distributed.

- Copyright retention for authors - authors can choose to publish their open access content under one of two Creative Commons licenses.

- Compliance with a range of open access policies - Palgrave Open meets the public access requirements of major funding bodies and institutions worldwide.

www.palgrave-journals.com/palgraveopen/
New from Springer

Springer Reference

Finally, Reference Works Published at the Pace of Scientific Discovery

➤ A World-Class Collection of Living eReferences
➤ Top Quality, Constantly Updated and Peer-Reviewed
➤ All of the Latest & Forthcoming eReferences on One Platform

Try it out and request a free trial!
springer.com/springerreference

The SpringerReference database includes every current eReference across every subject. With an innovative new publishing model, updates occur as developments warrant, not just when they align with the publication of the next edition.

New eReferences on SpringerReference will be available well in advance of print or ‘static’ eReference editions and constantly updated with the latest scientific developments.
Find out how Lippincott Williams & Wilkins is leading the “App” revolution with a clinical lens

With the increasing need for portable information, it is important to evolve your library to meet the ever-changing demands of mobile device users. Join us for The “App” Generation concurrent session at the 2011 Charleston Conference and learn about the future of ijournals.

Learn more about:

- Attitudes of physicians and medical librarians about professional apps
- Discovery of apps for professional clinical use
- Physicians’ purposes for using mobile devices
- Usage characteristics of mobile devices in a clinical setting
- Support of clinical apps from health sciences libraries
- The value of dynamic ijournal content to your patrons

Learn more about our business at www.lww.com and www.ovid.com.
Gain the **freedom** to focus on the mission and values of your organization

A-Z List • Backsets • Document Delivery • eBooks • ERM • License Management • Link Resolver • Metadata • Search • Subscriptions • Usage Statistics • And More!

Facebook.com/SwetsAmericas  www.Swets.com  Twitter.com/Swets_Americas
AIP has created three information-packed online archives, each of which for a one-time payment gives you permanent access to a broad range of AIP content dating back to our first journal issues in 1930. Together, these backfiles will provide your patrons with more than 300,000 papers from AIP journals and conference proceedings, and more than 55 years of fascinating features from AIP’s flagship magazine, Physics Today.

AIP Digital Archive
The AIP Digital Archive provides permanent access to the complete backfiles—more than 250,000 articles—of AIP’s eight wholly owned journals for the years 1930 to 1998. The archive contains groundbreaking research going back to Vol. 1, No. 1 for:

- Journal of Chemical Physics (1933 – 1998)

AIP Digital Archive Supplement
To complement the AIP Digital Archive, we’ve now created the AIP Digital Archive Supplement. When added to the AIP Digital Archive, the Supplement will complete your collection of AIP backfile content. The Supplement offers permanent access to more than 50,000 additional articles from:


Physics Today Digital Archive
Physics Today has covered world-changing events from the discovery of the transistor to the prospects for renewable energy in 21st century. Now AIP has created the Physics Today Digital Archive, containing seminal articles and probing features going back to the first issue in 1948. The new archive gives you access to all content older than five years, and each year we will add another year of content—at no charge to current Physics Today subscribers.

For more information and pricing, contact mdrago@aip.org, or call +1 516-576-2483.

www.aip.org
Karen Ellis (Taylor Public Library, USA)

While economic hardships are driving patrons to public libraries, they are also causing reduced funding for the maintenance and development of library services. How, then, do public libraries continue to provide basic services with less funding and enhanced services with no funding? The answer is through partnerships and collaborations. The case studies presented in this book provide practical examples of public libraries collaborating and partnering with other local organizations in order to best serve their users' needs. It is a great value to public library professionals and agencies that serve public libraries, as well as school and academic library professionals, as it offers creative, yet viable, solutions for offering new materials, services, and programming during a time of major funding constraints.

Partnerships and Collaborations in Public Library Communities: Resources and Solutions


Pre-pub Price:* Hard Cover: US $165; Online Perpetual Access: US $250
* Pre-pub price is good through one month after publication date.

Want More Content Related to Knowledge Management?
Sign up for a FREE 30-DAY TRIAL of IGI Global's InfoSci®-Knowledge Management database or a FREE TWO-WEEK TRIAL of the Library Information Science topic collection at www.igi-global.com/eresources
If you were designing an ebook publishing program, would you:

✓ publish concise, practical books for an under-served audience;
✓ offer unlimited concurrent use, downloading, and printing;
✓ permit professors to upload content to course management systems;
✓ utilize a one-time payment/perpetual access model;
✓ provide MARC records at no charge;
✓ generate COUNTER-compliant usage statistics;
✓ use SERU instead of a complex license; and
✓ preserve your content with CLOCKSS?

Then you just designed Business Expert Press, a new publishing company developed with the input of librarians and business professors. We provide curriculum-based content for the baccalaureate and masters candidate who wants -- needs -- books written by experts who translate real-world business experience into cost-effective teaching tools.

For more information or to set up a free trial

Adam Chesler, Director of Library Relations
adam.chesler@businessexpertpress.com

http://www.businessexpertpress.com/librarians/
Annual Reviews intelligently synthesizes critical literature in the Biomedical, Life, Physical, and Social Sciences, including Economics. Our editors and authors are premier contributors to their fields. Your patrons can rely on Annual Reviews to assess the available research and deliver the ideas that matter, to cut out the noise, and to meet their research needs efficiently and in a timely manner.

ANNUAL REVIEWS NOW AVAILABLE ON MOBILE DEVICES!

The Annual Reviews mobile site is the gateway to highly cited research on the go, and provides a personalized browsing, searching, and reading experience optimized for mobile use.

Users can now browse, search, and read full-text content anytime, anywhere on the Annual Reviews mobile site from popular mobile devices. Visit www.annualreviews.org from a mobile device to:

- Browse journals and articles
- Search journals by keyword, author or title
- View abstracts
- Read full-text articles (personal or institutional subscription required)
- Read forthcoming articles (personal or institutional subscription required)
- View and search references and related links

Learn more about our mobile site at: http://www.annualreviews.org/r/aboutmobile

SECURE A SITE LICENSE FOR YOUR PATRONS TODAY.

Visit www.annualreviews.org or email: sitelicense@annualreviews.org for more information.
SLACK Incorporated’s Health Care Books and Journals Division is a leading publisher in several areas of medicine and the health professions. Whether it be textbooks for the classroom or reference and continuing education books for the clinician or practitioner, we seek to present high quality material that benefits today’s health care provider.

Our major areas of publishing include occupational and physical therapy; ophthalmology and other eye-care professions; athletic training; gastroenterology; orthopedics; and other diverse fields of health care.
OECD Welcomes Second Class of Student Ambassadors

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) congratulates the 2011-2012 class of Student Ambassadors. The student ambassadors were selected by a competitive application process and represent colleges and universities from across the United States and Canada where students and faculty use OECD data and analytical publications in their teaching and research. During their one-year ambassadorships the students will develop and organize on-campus programs and events featuring the work of the OECD. Based on their performance, two finalists will be selected to attend the OECD Forum in Paris in May 2012.

The 2011-2012 OECD Student Ambassadors,
Top row: Kevin Carney, Trent Kim, Doug Proctor, Steve Karson, Daniel Paly; Bottom row: Jason Elmer, Grace Baranowski, Suril Kantaria Karan Misra; Not Pictured: Shirley Hsieh, Antonia Tsapralis, Anne-Claire Warnet.

College/University
Boston University
Columbia University
Dartmouth College
Duke University
Georgetown University
George Washington University

Student Ambassador
Karan Misra
Anne-Claire Warnet
Suril Kantaria
Grace Baranowski
Doug Proctor
Shirley Hsieh

College/University
Harvard University
University of Michigan
University of Southern California
University of Texas, Austin
University of Toronto
Vanderbilt University

Student Ambassador
Trent Kim
Kevin Carney
Daniel Paly
Steve Karson
Antonia Tsapralis
Jason Elmer

For more information contact: kathleen.deboer@oecd.org
“SPIE papers have information that you don’t get otherwise, it’s not published anywhere else.”

–Merete Raarup, Assistant Professor, University of Aarhus, Denmark
Three Innovative Reference and Research Components …
All Combined into One Powerful Solution

Whether students are researching an assigned topic, learning to support an argument, writing a research paper, or prepping for class discussion and debate, ABC-CLIO’s databases deliver a comprehensive solution. Regularly updated reference entries, comprehensive topic explorations, and essays from leading scholars provide sound analytical and critical thinking for students, and reflect ABC-CLIO’s 50+ year award-winning publishing legacy.

Just Released!
World Religions: Belief, Culture and Controversy

Visit us at: www.abc-clio.com or call 800-368-6868
HIGH-IMPACT
Journals For Your Library’s Collection

- Premier Journals in the Fields of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
  - Mobile Delivery Available for Subscribers
  - Interactive Teaching Tools for Classroom Use

SUBSCRIBE
www.asbmb.org/publications
Thermal Packaging: set 1: Thermal Packaging Techniques (Volumes 1–5)
edited by Avram Bar-Cohen (University of Maryland, USA)

Packaging, the physical design and implementation of electronic systems is responsible for much of the progress in miniaturization, reliability and functional density achieved by the full range of electronic, microelectronic and nanoelectronic products during the past several decades. The Encyclopedia of Thermal Packaging, compiled into four 5-volume sets (Thermal Packaging Techniques, Thermal Packaging Configurations, Thermal Packaging Tools and Thermal Packaging Applications), will provide comprehensive, one-stop treatment of the techniques, configurations, tools and applications of electronic thermal packaging. Each volume in a set comprises 250–350 pages and is written by world experts in thermal management of electronics.

Contents: Air-Cooled Heat Sinks; Thermal Interface Materials; Liquid-Cooled Cold Plates; Thermoelectric Micro-Coolers and Generators; Microchannel Coolers; Dielectric Liquid Cooling.

Readership: Undergraduate and graduate students studying mechanical, electrical and electronic engineering; professionals such as packaging engineers, electronic product development engineers, product managers and thermal management researchers.

Forthcoming: ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THERMAL PACKAGING: SET 2 — THERMAL PACKAGING CONFIGURATIONS (A 5-VOLUME SET)!

Handbook of Porphyrin Science
With Applications to Chemistry, Physics, Materials Science, Engineering, Biology and Medicine
edited by
Karl M Kadish
University of Houston, USA
Kevin M Smith
Louisiana State University, USA
Roger Guilard
Université de Bourgogne, France

“Vivid testimony to the continuing broad interest and deep impact of the chemistry of these Pigments of Life.”
Jean-Marie Lehn
Nobel Laureate, Chemistry, College de France, France

“Everyone interested in the biological and chemical properties of porphyrins and related macrocycles will want to own the Handbook. The editors have done a terrific job in linking together the volumes in this very valuable resource for investigators in the chemical and biological sciences.”
Harry B Gray
Wolf Laureate, Chemistry, California Institute of Technology, USA

This Handbook will prove to be a modern authoritative treatise on the subject as it is a collection of up-to-date works by world-renowned experts in the field. Complete with hundreds of figures, tables and structural formulas, and thousands of literature citations, all researchers and graduate students in this field will find the Handbook of Porphyrin Science an essential, major reference source for many years to come.

Vol. 1-5 • Mar 2010 • 2400pp
Vol. 6-10 • Jun 2010 • 2808pp
Vol. 11-15 • Feb 2011 • 2588pp

More information can be found at:
http://www.worldscientific.com/series/porsci_series.shtml

Vol. 16-20 • Dec 2011 • 2000pp
Print only: 978-981-4335-49-2 US$1850 • £1147
978-981-4335-50-8 (ebook) US$2405 • US$1924
Print and Electronic: US$2980 • US$2368

World Scientific
Connecting Great Minds

Preferred Publisher of Leading Thinkers
Subscribe now to more ASME journals and conference proceedings for less money with ASME 2012 Subscription Packages

Save up to 25% when you subscribe to all 24 ASME Transactions Journals (Package 1) in print and online.

Save on conference proceedings packages designed for specific areas of interest including engineering technology, energy and power, design, manufacturing and systems engineering, and pressure technology and pipelines.

JOURNAL PACKAGES

Package 1: All Transactions Journals
Print: 2012; Online: 2002-2012

Print & Online (U.S.) ........................................... $8,744
Print & Online (outside U.S.) .............................. $9,960
Online Only (worldwide) ...................................... $7,150

Package 1A: Archives
Online Only Archives, 1970-1999 ...................... $6,077

Package 2: All Transactions Journals Plus
Applied Mechanics Reviews
Print: 2012; Online: 2002-2012

Print & Online (U.S.) ........................................... $9,207
Print & Online (outside U.S.) .............................. $10,453
Online Only (worldwide) ...................................... $7,529

Package 2A: Archives
Online Only Archives, 1970-1999 ...................... $6,267

CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS PACKAGES

Package 3: All Current Conference Proceedings
Individual proceedings volumes from 2008-2012
Online Only (worldwide) ...................................... $7,571

Package 3A: Archives
Online Only Archives, 2002-2007 ...................... $3,785

Package 4: Engineering Technology
More than 20 proceedings volumes from 2008-2012
Online Only (worldwide) ...................................... $2,704

Package 4A: Archives
Online Only Archives, 2002-2007 ...................... $1,352

- eBOOKS PACKAGE
  Over 100 titles planned for 2012!

Option 1: Annual Subscription
Access to the entire eBook collection
Cost: $2,500

Option 2: One-time Purchase
Continuous access to the entire eBook collection
Cost: $12,500

Package 5: Energy and Power
More than 30 proceedings volumes from 2008-2012
Online Only (worldwide) ...................................... $2,704

Package 5A: Archives
Online Only Archives, 2002-2007 ...................... $1,352

Package 6: Design, Manufacturing, and Systems Engineering
Get more than 20 proceedings volumes from 2008-2012
Online Only (worldwide) ...................................... $2,704

Package 6A: Archives
Online Only Archives, 2002-2007 ...................... $1,352

Package 7: Pressure Technology and Pipelines
Get more than 20 proceedings volumes from 2008-2012
Call or email for specific subject areas.
Online Only (worldwide) ...................................... $2,704

Package 7A: Archives
Online Only Archives, 2002-2007 ...................... $1,082

COMBO PACKAGES

Package 8: Combination of Journal Package 1 and Conference Proceedings Package 3
Online Only ...................................................... $12,515

Package 9: Combination of Journal Package 2 and Conference Proceedings Package 3
Online Only ...................................................... $12,824

To order ASME Subscription Packages, contact Melanie Goldate
at 973.244.2223 or goldatem@asme.org
Meet Us In Charleston at Booth 63!

We’re Momentum Press and We’re Announcing Our First Digital Library of 31 Engineering Ebooks in Science, Engineering, and Applied Technology.

Our books take the interdisciplinary approach — books that travel well between many subject areas such as electronics, materials, civil, and mechanical engineering.

Our Digital Library Provides Students and Librarians With...

→ Unlimited simultaneous use
→ Downloadable PDFs from the ebrary platform
→ Unrestricted access (no DRM, plug-ins or passwords)
→ MARC records available
→ DOIs of all highly-referenced new titles
→ Archived on CLOCKSS
→ Available via SERU -- no licenses to negotiate

The 2011 Digital Library with 31 books is priced at just $4,600. If you set up a free trial while at Charleston and purchase by December 1st, you get 10% off!

For more information and a free trial, email mp_trials@globalepress.com
Be sure to visit our digital library page on www.momentumpress.net/library
Make the right information jump out at you!

EUREKA.CC the solution

Eureka.cc for public and academic libraries, your full-text international, national, regional and local news and current events solution!

With Eureka.cc, you get:

- Multilingual coverage
- More than 3,000 full-text newspapers, periodicals, newswires and more from around the world
- More than 130,000 news articles added daily
- Current content & over 25 years of archives
- The best Canadian coverage in the industry
- The best French language news coverage in the industry
- PDF browsing of many publications

Come meet with us at the Charleston Library Conference, booth # 78 on Wednesday, November 2, 2011.

For a free trial of Eureka.cc, contact Mr. Sylvain Robichaud by email at customersupport@cedrom-sni.com or by phone at 1.855.305.1565. Visit www.eureka.cc for more information about the solution.
Two Distinguished Journals from AAAS

**Science Translational Medicine**

The peer-reviewed research journal’s mission is to “integrate medicine and science.”

A current series of commentaries on innovations in biomedical research explores ways to generate new ideas and redefine the roles of public and private institutions.

**2010 Impact Factor 3.51!**

ScienceTranslationalMedicine.org

---

**Special Discounts**

for *Science Signaling* and *Science Translational Medicine*

Request a quote at ScienceOnline.org/request

---

**Science Mobile App**

Now available for your iPhone, iPod touch, and Android phones.

Read abstracts and more from *Science*, *Science Translational Medicine*, and *Science Signaling*.

To download the free app, scan one of the barcodes with your mobile device.

From *Science*, 2010 Impact Factor 31.36

---

**Science Signaling**

The journal ranked in the top 25% of high impact journals in the field of Cell Biology.

As one of the leaders in cellular signaling, *Science Signaling* publishes molecular biological research that is extremely relevant to the field of cellular regulation.

**2010 Impact Factor 6.12!**

ScienceSignaling.org
Begell Digital Library
on iPad and iPhone

www.dl.begellhouse.com


50 Cross Highway, Redding, CT 06896; tel: (203) 938-1300; fax: (203) 938-1304; e-mail: orders@begellhouse.com
The American Economic Association (AEA) has created EconLit records for journal articles indexed in Volumes 1–10 of the AEA's Index of Economic Articles. Many of these journals are now available in full text and may be linked to from EconLit if they are part of a library's holdings.

The EconLit records include complete bibliographic citations, subject descriptors and subject codes from the AEA's 1961–1968 classification system, geographic and regional descriptors, and named historical persons.

Later in 2011, EconLit will add records for articles from 1886–1968 collective works (edited volumes, conference proceedings, etc.). We will also match abstracts from the Journal of Economic Abstracts (1963–1968) and from the Journal of Economic Literature (1969–1986) to journal records.

The older records will become part of EconLit subscriptions at no extra cost.

For more information contact info@aeaweb.org.

EconLit: Your Source of Worldwide Economic Research
SIAM JOURNALS

SIAM journals bring you the latest in applied math and computational science research.

The full text of SIAM journals... is published electronically on a continuous basis. Print subscriptions are also available for 12 of the journals.

SIAM’s e-journal delivery platform... is useful and intuitive, and offers features like citation downloading in BiBTeX format, e-first article RSS feeds and TOC mail alerts, sophisticated searching and pay-per-view.

Institutions can subscribe to journals... individually, or at a discount in customized or pre-set packages. Complete institutional pricing information can be found at:

- academic customizable packages: www.siam.org/membership/customizable.php
- academic predetermined packages: www.siam.org/membership/predetermined.php
- corporate membership: www.siam.org/membership/corporate.php

Epubs.siam.org

SIAM REVIEW
ISSN: 0036-1445 (print) / 1095-7200 (electronic)
Available formats: Print (6" x 9"), Online

MULTISCALE MODELING & SIMULATION
ISSN: 1540-3459 (print) / 1540-3467 (electronic)
Available formats: Print (6" x 9"), Online

SIAM Journal on APPLIED DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
ISSN: 1536-0040 (electronic only)
Available formats: Online: electronic only, multimedia format

SIAM Journal on APPLIED MATHEMATICS
ISSN: 0036-1399 (print) / 1095-712X (electronic)
Available formats: Print (6" x 9"), Online

SIAM Journal on COMPUTING
ISSN: 0097-5397 (print) / 1095-7111 (electronic)
Available formats: Print (6" x 9"), Online

SIAM Journal on CONTROL and OPTIMIZATION
ISSN: 0363-0129 (print) / 1095-7138 (electronic)
Available formats: Print (6" x 9"), Online

SIAM Journal on DISCRETE MATHEMATICS
ISSN: 0895-4801 (print) / 1095-7146 (electronic)
Available formats: Print (6" x 9"), Online

SIAM Journal on FINANCIAL MATHEMATICS
ISSN: 1945-497X (electronic only)
Available formats: Online: electronic only

SIAM Journal on IMAGING SCIENCES
ISSN: 1936-4954 (electronic only)
Available formats: Online: electronic only, multimedia format

SIAM Journal on MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
ISSN: 0036-1410 (print) / 1095-7154 (electronic)
Available formats: Print (6" x 9"), Online

SIAM Journal on MATRIX ANALYSIS and APPLICATIONS
ISSN: 0895-4798 (print) / 1095-7162 (electronic)
Available formats: Print (6" x 9"), Online

SIAM Journal on NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
ISSN: 0036-1429 (print) / 1095-7170 (electronic)
Available formats: Print (6" x 9"), Online

SIAM Journal on OPTIMIZATION
ISSN: 1052-6234 (print) / 1095-7189 (electronic)
Available formats: Print (6" x 9"), Online

SIAM Journal on SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING
ISSN: 1064-8275 (print) / 1095-7197 (electronic)
Available formats: Print (6" x 9"), Online

THEORY OF PROBABILITY and Its APPLICATIONS
ISSN: 0040-368X (print) / 1095-7219 (electronic)
Available formats: Print (6" x 9"), Online
AMBAASSADOR
REDEFINES, REINVENTS AND REDIRECTS YOUR
LIBRARY’S WORK FLOW.

OneSource
DATABASE MANAGER
Password-protected access to more than 4M print titles
and more than 1M non-print titles.

Master Login Account for Managing Acquisition
and Faculty Accounts
- Accounts for books and media linked to master login
- Search by title, author, ISBN, keyword, series, subject,
  LC Class
- Filter searches by book or media
- Build Acquisition Department order lists
- Review faculty order lists
- Confirm and place orders
- Review order status, claim and cancel orders
- Review shipments, invoices and statements
- Create order status reports, invoices and statements in
  PDF format

Order Confirmation Options
- Titles formatted with Excel or MARC attachments
- Library notification of MARC file pickup via FTP

Purchase Order Numbering Options
- Blanket order number on every order
- OneSource generation of PO numbers
- Populate sequential POs with previous PO numbers

Electronic Reporting and Ordering
- Excel order status reports
- Order via Edifact, Exibris, III and X.12
- Interface with all major integrated library systems

Electronic Invoicing
- Edifact-, XML- or PDF-format invoicing
- Invoice delivery via FTP or email

AMBASSADOR
BOOKS AND MEDIA
160 Finn Court, Farmingdale, New York 11735
800-431-8913  •  www.absbook.com
“The Summon service will enable our students to jump right to the assessment and utilization of materials to build an overall familiarity with scholarly literature in their target areas.”

SEÁN P. DUFFY, Associate Professor of Political Science
Chair, Department of Philosophy and Political Science
Quinnipiac University

Summon™
A better, faster way to find relevant library content.

Discover Summon™ for your library.
Visit www.serialssolutions.com/discoversummon
Preface
Continuations and standing orders represent a frustrating and time-consuming area of book acquisitions. Efficient management of continuations requires a staff knowledgeable in all aspects of standing order procedures, with prompt and accurate service being essential.

Midwest Library Service has been providing continuation and standing order programs to libraries for over three decades with the same commitment to high quality as our firm order service: prompt delivery, accurate invoicing, immediate reporting, convenient communications, and personal Library Service Representatives. Our reputation for excellence is well established and we invite you to place your continuations list with us.

Scope
Our Continuation & Standing Order Service encompasses most series and continuations from U.S. publishers. Our services do not include supplying magazines, journals, or loose-leaf updating services.

Procedure
Our Continuation & Standing Order Service incorporates both automated systems and personal surveillance. Instead of relying on the filing and ordering systems of the publishers, we place orders for specific volumes as books are due to be published. If the next item in a series is not received when scheduled, we initiate a new order for the same item. This procedure helps avoid potentially missed volumes and eliminates any dependence upon the publishers’ fulfillment systems. If in-house information is not available on future volumes to be published, we call the publisher for future projections and publication schedules. This information is then used to update our new title records.

Advantages
1. Because of our method of ordering specific volumes, we are in regular communication with the publishers.
2. Our status reports are prompt and accurate and should eliminate library claims.
3. Specific claims from an individual library resulting in an updated status report will generate new status reports to all libraries ordering the same series.
4. We do not drop ship.

Quality service depends on good communications between the library and the jobber. Your personal Library Service Representative and our convenient communications provide easy access to us regarding your continuation orders. We invite you to try our service by sending us your next list of standing order titles.

Midwest Library Service
11443 St. Charles Rock Road • Bridgeton, Missouri 63044-2789 • U.S.A.
www.midwestls.com Fax: 800-962-1009 • 314-739-1326
E-mail: mail@midwestls.com Phone: 800-325-8833 • 314-739-3100